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• Brief review of PTOLEMY Physics
– Relic Detection and Sterile Neutrinos

• High precision instrumentation
(background rejection methods)
– Cryogenic calorimeter (~0.1eV resolution)
– RF tracker (10-14 W single electron detection)
– Time-of-flight system

• Target mass and resolution requirements
– Neutrino capture rates vs. mass sensitivity
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•

The Universe was not always as cold
and dark as it is today – there are a
host of landmark measurements that
track the history of the universe
• None of these measurements, however,
reach back as far in time as ~1 second
after the Big Bang

1 sec

– At ~1 second the hot, expanding
universe is believed to have become
transparent to neutrinos
– In the present universe, relic neutrinos
are predicted to be at a temperature of
1.9K (1.7x10-4 eV) and to have an
average number density of ~56/cm3 per
lepton flavor
Dicke, Peebles, Roll, Wilkinson (1965)
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• Basic concepts for relic neutrino detection were laid out in
a paper by Steven Weinberg in 1962 [Phys. Rev. 128:3, 1457]
– Look for relic neutrino capture on tritium by measuring electrons at
or above the endpoint spectrum of tritium beta-decay

What do we know?
Gap constrained
to <0.6eV
by WMAP
(some electron flavor
expected above 0.05eV)
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Neutrino capture cross section*v/c
on tritium

Neutrino Energy (eV)

Event Rate (eV-1 year-1)

Cross section*v/c (10-46 cm-2)

• 1 SNU = 1 neutrino interaction per second for 1036 target nuclei
• 100 grams of tritium (2.2 x 1025 nuclei)
CNB Black-body spectrum
100g
Tritium

Neutrino Energy (eV)

Laurentiu Rodina
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Tritium and other isotopes studied for relic neutrino capture in this paper:
JCAP 0706 (2007)015, hep-ph/0703075 by Cocco, Mangano, Messina

• PTOLEMY ~3618 SNU with 100g (1025 nuclei) 2.5 evts/year
• Gallex 70 SNU with 30 tons (1029 nuclei) 1200 evts/year
• Homestake (Chlorine) 8 SNU with 600 tons (1031 nuclei)
2500 evts/year

Hard to compete with
Tritium for sub-MeV
neutrino energies
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Alfredo Cocco
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• High precision on endpoint
– Cryogenic calorimetry energy resolution
– Goal: 0.1eV resolution

• Signal/Background suppression
– RF tracking and time-of-flight system
– Goal: sub-microHertz background rates above endpoint

• High mass, high resolution tritium target
– Surface deposition (tenuously held) on conductor in vacuum
– Goal: for CNB: maintains 0.1eV signal features with high efficiency
– For sterile nu search: maintains 10eV signal features w/ high eff.

• Scalable mass/area of tritium source and detector
– Goal: relic neutrino detection at 100g
– Sterile neutrino (w/ % electron flavor) at ~1g
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• Transition-Edge Sensors for Calorimetry
– ANL Group (Clarence Chang) estimates ~0.55eV at
1keV and ~0.15eV at 0.1keV operating at 70-100mK
– New design introduces periodic pattern of normal
regions in the TES to increase stability
• Magnetic fields of few hundred Gauss may be able to
thread through normal regions
(example) SPIDER

TES

Important points for experiment:
1) Need to truncate 18.570 keV energy spectrum
and de-accelerate to within ~150eV of endpoint
2) Spatially segment source disks to map
efficiently to finite TES sensor area
(capacitance) of order ~1cm2/channel
Bill Jones
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• NIST and ANL are leaders in the development of
these sensors (driven by X-ray source astrophysics)
e-

TES sensitive to
magnetic field

C
τ=G

Meissner-effect TES
(Magnetization a.u.)

E
C

NIST Snout Calorimeter
(J. Fowler)
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B field “feed through”

Clarence Chang
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Clarence Chang
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• RF tracking and time-of-flight
– Thread electron trajectories (magnetic field lines) through a
waveguide with ~wide bandwidth (few x10-5) to identify
cyclotron RF signal in transit times of order 0.2µsec
• Currently using WMAP (Norm Jarosik) HEMT amplifiers with 1K/GHz
noise and operating in the Q-Band range 38-46 GHz (~1.9T)
• Accelerate electrons to E0+30keV in antenna region to increase
electron cyclotron radiation – record in long uniform field (few x10-5 )

– Requiring an RF antenna “tracking” signal effectively
introduces a transverse momentum cut on the signal
electron in the bending plane
• It may be possible to recover low pT electrons with a dual-tracker

– Timing resolution expected ~10ns depending on TES pulse
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Readout Orthogonal to
Electron Trajectory
Q-Band (38-46 GHz)
Magic Tee Waveguide
Junction

Q-Band (38-46 GHz)
WMAP Amplifier

Norman Jarosik
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• MAC-E filter cutoff of 10-2 to 10-3 precision on electron energy
– Energy window below endpoint needed for 2π acceptance ~150eV
– Voltage of filter cut-off accurate to ~1eV
– Source aperture of ~30cm2 within 3.2T bore
0.03 T

Anthony Ashmore
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Anthony Ashmore

Magnetic Bounce
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• In order to avoid magnetic bounce, electrons must be
accelerated back up in going from mid-plane to detector
• Different trajectories have different cut-off precisions

Anthony Ashmore
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• Different geometries were investigated
– Example configuration places a 12m diameter disk at the
input to the 1st MAC-E magnet (accelerated to ~90keV)
– Source disk will consist of 104-105 individual plates
Source
Disk
(~0.3T)

Low Field
High
(~0.003T)
Field
Solenoid
(~4T)

Long Uniform
Solenoid (2T)

Detector
End-wall
(~0.01T)
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• Uses large uniform geometry to achieve ~0.2eV cut-off
sensitivity – “Cut and Count” experiment
– PTOLEMY Goal: 10mHz sub-µHz Background Rate
~66 micrograms

CNB
signal x1011
~10mHz
background
level
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• Relic Neutrino Detection and Neutrino Mass
– Stringent requirements on tritium
target resolution (0.1eV)
– Graphene substrate studies
(under study by theorists in group)

• Sterile Neutrino Search
– Modest resolution requirement
on target (10eV)
– Titanium films (T~1019/cm2) – high mass capability
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• At PPPL we are commissioning with samples of
amorphous-Silicon:H:T plates
– Experience with “tenuously held” tritium
Carbon tile image of tritium

• Depositions on titanium, gold, diamond, and graphene are
being investigated (done by Canadian firms and Savannah
River National Lab (SRNL) in collaboration with PPPL)
– SRNL has titanium samples that are being transferred to PPPL
– Existing graphite tiles (0.5 Ci) may have graphene-T structures

• Source strength surface densities of ~1Ci/cm2
(100micrograms/cm2) are possible, but energy spread from
source scattering needs to be measured
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• For studying antenna data, a windowless APD is used to tag
the tritium decay from a tritium disk source
– Trigger on APD and record antenna (50 GHz mixed down to ~10 MHz
bandwidth)

Trigger
threshold
Endpoint
Spectrum
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• High precision (0.1eV) electron gun
– Off-axis directionality needed for RF antenna calibration
– Investigating possibility of a single or multiple high precision guns
situated outside of the magnetic field of the tritium target plate with a
“switch yard” of input spigots to provide in situ calibration peaks for
every calorimeter channel and electron trajectory

• Vacuum studied with residual gas analyzer (RGA)
• Several possibilities for background estimation
–
–
–
–

sideband data-driven background estimation below MAC-E filter cutoff
out-of-time tracking-calorimeter coincidence
(vacuum-)scattered electron trajectory analysis
varying source strength tiles (null sources)

• NMR calibration for magnetic field uniformity in RF tracker
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Precision e-gun
“switchyard”

Source
Disk
(~0.3T)

High Field
Solenoid
(~4T)

Low Field
(~0.003T)

Long Uniform
Solenoid (2T)

Energy resolution/linearity for calorimeter
Angular control for RF tracker
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✓

1st Milestone: (done) Commission small test vacuum chamber with APD readout
of tritium spectrum in magnetic field"
- Chamber arrived, Vacuum fittings completed."
- Electrical fittings, APD windowless from CERN cleaned at PRISM."
- First spectrum taken."
2nd Milestone: (in progress) Tritium spectrum taken under full magnetic transport"
- Installation of full-scale vacuum chamber."
- Commissioning of vacuum (1st pump-down completed), Electrical fittings for invacuum readout system with APD detector."
- Tritium spectrum taken with magnetic transport in full-scale vacuum chamber."
3rd Milestone: Detect RF signal in coincidence with APD trigger in vacuum."
- Re-energize 1.9T magnet with few x10-5 field uniformity"
- Install WMAP Q-Band amplifier with Magic Tee waveguide and 100 MHz mixer"
- Install APD trigger system and APD/antenna digital readout in vacuum"
- Observe 3-5 Sigma RF signals with 32P beta-source "
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4th Milestone: Commission MAC-E filter."
- Finish fabrication of copper tubes"
- Install in Vac-tank with HV stand-offs and 50kV cable/connectors."
- Evaluate performance of filter cut-off with APD data in vacuum."
5th Milestone: First physics dataset analyzed for sterile nu search."
- Measure magnetic aperture of source to detector with MAC-E filter applied"
- Scan EM cutoff and measure sharpness of low energy cutoff across aperture"
- Optimize readout system and DAQ for 24/7 operation"
- Upgrade source strength in to 1 Curie or as large as possible"
- Take calibration data and background runs interspersed with data runs"
6th Milestone: Validate technologies for 100g PTOLEMY."
- Introduce disk source feeding source magnet aperture."
- Introduce TES micro-calorimeter with sub-eV resolution."
- Benchmark system performance."
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A 12m diameter
Source Disk is
comparable to the
size of a CMS YE-2
end-plate at CERN

These plates float on
air for repositioning

PPPL Test Cell Area
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• Are there experimental outcomes that are inconsistent with Big
Bang cosmology? Yes!
– Too many cold neutrinos with no visible mass separation from the endpoint (no galactic clumping factor) would contradict the initial conditions
of Big Bang nucleosynthesis (present day H, D, He, Li abundances)

• Are there outcomes that are inconsistent with the Standard
Model of particle physics? Yes!
– No neutrino detection (exclusion of the relic neutrino density below
prediction) could mean that neutrinos have a finite lifetime

• Are there possibilities for discovering new physics? Yes!
– Alternative dark matter candidates such as keV sterile neutrinos may
have a non-zero electron flavor content and would appear as a mass
peak above the end-point
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• Is there a possibility to make long-term contributions to the
understanding of the Universe?
– Absolutely! We believe that we live in a sea of 14 billion year old
neutrinos all around us (the oldest relics in the Universe) – is it true?
– When one opens a new frontier of exploration, there is no telling what
will be found and learned
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• Important R&D still to be done on source,
detector, background levels
• PPPL prototype is an excellent test bed for
validating the technologies for a 100g PTOLEMY
– Tritium target development

• KATRIN expected to provide more input on the
neutrino mass(es)

Collaborators are very welcome
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• Tν = 1.9K = ~1.7 x 10-4 eV is small compared to
evaluation for the Milky Way (Ringwald & Wong 04)
at least 2 of the neutrino Clustering
mass
eigenstates
At
8 kpc the overdensity
is less than what we estimated.
The local neutrino number density
(with electron flavor content) may be
enhanced in clusters by factors that
typically range from 1-100 depending
on the neutrino mass(es)
mν =

This would translate directly in 1-100
times more CNB signal events.

Ringwald and Wong (2004)
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• Central vacuum chamber on rails to provide
access to source and detector areas during install

12 ft.

Adam Cohen, Bill Blanchard, Lloyd Ciebiera, John Dong, Charlie Gentile,
Bill Sands, Jim Taylor, Chris Tully
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